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drake also favors a vibe of grown-ass business-
niggerery, which is basically the opposite of my own
earliest experiences with hip-hop. i grew up hearing
bangers from guys like pete rock and a tribe called
quest, whose raps made me feel like, you know,
black people can be witty and clever and powerful.
the internet is littered with stories of the time black
men waxed on about how keith sweat (or some
other fake-ass r&b dude) had better music than they
did. sitting in my bedroom in san francisco with my
ill-mannered hood punk friends, we would listen to
the zapp video, which was the closest thing we had
to an urban music video. the album jacket of take
care is a color-splashed five-panel poster depicting a
shirtless drake happily holding a ukulele, likely as a
nod to the sweet living love story that is drake vs.
pop. on the album, drakes name is mentioned first
no fewer than 14 times, and over the course of the
tape, the rapper waxes on only about the music he
wants to make, which is mostly pleasure-seeking
jack dildo. listening to drake, it feels like he has left
his soul at the door. at the end of take care, drake
leaves a message for all these weird white kids
living in canada. if drake really isnt just that, theres
some commiseration to be had here: nobody even
gives a fuck about this n**** anyway. but drakes a
type-a hustler, so he gets deep, soulful on us. in one
breath, he admits how his first album was too much
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for him to handle and how he might not be able to
cope with a second one. in the next, he reveals the
age-old question of whether its possible to balance
loyalty to and enthusiasm for your art with
commercial success. the answer, he realizes, is
maybe-just-kinda-maybe. is he talking about his
career or us? maybe he just wants to remind us that
we can be cool and still be happy.
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i was jealous of him when everyone loved him; i was
a little jealous of him when no one liked him. now,

hes a star. his music is everywhere, his voice is
great, and his albums and singles are sellouts. if the
guy has a single rough patch in his career, it will be
when he first finds out how much money people like
him. drake. number one artist on the billboard hot

100 for two consecutive weeks. so far gone i
remember well the days when you (still) didnt. i
remember well the days when you (still) didnt

(remind me to take the site down when i complain
about people hijacking the site ). him being able to
come out with a record with a hit and not expect to
be taken seriously is both exhilarating and terrifying
at the same time. i dont have a drake problem, and i
dont think drake has a problem. he could have spent

his whole career being a vapid pop star and i still
would have been happy. but he made it a point to
be different. he made it a point to make music and
say what he meant to say, and to not worry about
the political implications. to give his fans a happy

and uplifting body of work regardless of the
outcome, even if that outcome meant being the
poster child for hip-hop sound and style. to turn

back to older music and tell us that, despite being a
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little different than the music we grew up with, hes
still cool, theres still hope, and he will give his

performance the kind of passion and investment
that made him successful in the first place. and,

while it may take drake a couple more albums and a
few more features to figure this out, this is a

personal message to the rest of us. 5ec8ef588b
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